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NEVER (Bite the Hand that Feed(s))

- You - (Poetic)

NEVER! (Bite the Hand that Feed(s)) You!

- You, May Say, What If the Hand is Feeding Me Poison? !!

Then, I Say Eat Some Place Else) !!!

But! (Keep the Hand)

Watch the bridge(s) You

"Bum, You May Need To"

Cross, Then Again, Again

(Watch): How You Treat Your Friends.

When You Need Them,

They! May Turn On You

And, Rend !!!

Be Careful; Who You Afford

It(s) Going To Come Around Again

There(s) Nothing Humanly More Valuable Than A Trusted Friend

In Times(s) of Trouble They Will Stay Until
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BIG, BOOty CAULASION (Poetic electricity)

Cluster of competition for the african
American persuation (Butt CAULASION)
Don't be afraid to represent your a**
You're the Black Man's desires (yes and you will get)
You're built just like, the African Queen,
Flaunt your stuff.

Don't get into a rush
Take your time, wear those jeans, right,
It's the Brown skinned, follow's secret.
WeaPor

If you want to win you a Black Stallion;
(Heart) I'm talking about a stude
Like me) Then, you're going to have
to let the Booty go free.

Listen to me
Stop trying to hide your curves(s)
White goodie's you'll get
Some另e(ery)

The Black Man work up his courage to
Approach you when you show him you know
What your Booty is supposed
To do.

Stop pulling down your shirt, trying to cover
Your butt (It's okay to flirt)
This is why you haven't attracted one
Your Booty call(s) me
(Baby) You're running them
equally with the black sisters, show the booty.

Robert Cephas Jr. 178039
430 Oakland Road
P#2-1-206
Peleer, South Carolina
29669
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Sealed you with a wet kiss

(6) my lips our juicy, wet when you kiss me
IT'S THE BEST YOU'RE, EVER GOING TO, GET!

Causing you to have private sweats;

Kissing your delicate, body making you hot
my lips our making Egyptian love to your
soul! Your hand (belongs) to me,

is my tongue setting you free

(6) my mouth is wet, o' I'm erect!!!

Kissing your nose, with wet suspense

Kissing, the moisture off, my lips

By, kissing your hips

With my teeth, baby! your body is

Estatic, my juicy touch causes you to

climax searingly:

(your)

soul (belongs) to me graphically, and
Romantically,

your body tense;

my lips your harmony, convince;

kiss your toes, your ears, suddenly, you stop.

No more fear!

My tongue exotically, sliding wet across your

room (back)

sealing you, wet, penetrating, kiss, (smoothies)

3:00
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Robert Graham Jr. 170339
430 Oakwood Road
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Almighty, Yah-Wah, Thank you
For, my enemy's
Skeptic(s) and, credited!
Halley, you've made me who I am!
All, the criticism, sarcasm, I difference,
Sladder, gossiper
Mis - Hap(s)!
99 Rejections
Dis - Respect®
Hatred(s)
All, the warden(s), major(s), Sgt(s),
Life, judiciary(s), judge(s), senator(s)
You, all held grudge(s)
Told me that I was (nothing)!
 Failed me, a failure, and menace
to society, your demeaning 33
Comment(s) were without relent!
(allow me to vent)!!!

All of, you have been my inspiration(s)
to push, work hard, better(s)
Parent, now! I'm, a artist, author,
(POET): Thank(s) to your challenge(s)
I get to show it.

September 30, 2013

Robert Graham Jr. # 178039
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Hello Red Head

America doesn't have enough of you, no — it is true.

You stick to your man like glue (poetic one)

You're like fire (not every man's desire)

You're full of (and you simply amaze)

You're sweet

Most men don't understand you!

You're freaky! (but neatly)

You like it in all places

And you enjoy all races

Very loyal

(Some are spoiled):

You've got that ability to understand a man this is

Why they run

And you know how to smile

And, have fun!

And you can go long periods of time without

Getting none — (smile)

You're faithful and true

Not easily provoked

With adventurous, spontaneous, optimistic

And flexible, not to mention highly sexual.

(I would love to correspond with you)

Robert Graham Jr.

180 Oak Lane Road

#1-9, 206

Fayetteville, South Carolina 29669
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"Many people have captured the Devil, they want to give it to you! (People)

This would be impossible to do (If only you knew the truth)

I rate, people come a Dozen & Dozed!

Even if this is coming from your cousin (or husband),

Resist evil! Yes! Those who are always fussing, and fussing

See! They are measurable, and they want to give it to you!

Now, that I've warned you, resisting evil is one of the best things in which you could do.

Don't ever allow evil to leseue, it will destroy your life, this is all so!

(.true!)

Let the Devil and his spirit ruin someone!

(Ellef's life)

But! For you it's really not nice (Don't think twice)!!!
A shift in your life, a new chapter (New Destiny)
Time to discover new opportunities
Time to change your fortune.
Be ready to be heard, the revolution.

The setting sun of New Destiny,
New future, new beginning,
New opportunities,
New creativity, mutual growth.

Time to leave all your fears,
Time to conquer all your fears.
Time to discard all our goals,
Time to start.

The world is here. Time is here.
The time is now. Time to start.

A shift in your life, a new chapter (New Destiny)
Time to discover new opportunities
Time to change your fortune.
Be ready to be heard, the revolution.

The setting sun of New Destiny,
New future, new beginning,
New opportunities,
New creativity, mutual growth.

Time to leave all your fears,
Time to conquer all your fears.
Time to discard all our goals,
Time to start.
Person of Bondage.

Things you own, own you!
Put your soul and being into
Feeling it.

It's your soul to lose at the thought
of it (soul deep).

Desire that did you (ask)
you face each day
Desire that did you not give it away

Because your plans are none

Ascetic.

A slave is a slave no matter
What one isabled

Unless you master the desire(s)
Of your passion
That thing own(s) you
You belong to it.

Here(s) how you master Bondance
You are no longer its slave
What, what possess - you can't
Confide you.

(THIS IS FOR YOU)!!

September 30 2013
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You don't need experience

What we experience is limited
What we have not is (unlimited)

If we wish to be free,
And experience its divinity
We must act without experience
Not without our wisdom, but,
Our greatest achievement in life
Will be full-filled when we just do,

If it's (nothing new),
When we just do we act apart
From fear it's when we allow
Majesty without feeling assured
Awe (going against what we heard)
Moments of excitement (adventure)
Admiration and adventure is
Premised within the art of doing.

You're waiting on a feeling, a
Knowing, capability proof
That you cannot fail.
(There is none)
But, dear heart you've already
Failed waiting on a feeling.

September 30, 2013

Robert Graham Jr., #178039
430 Oak Lawn Road
#1-4-(206) P.O. Box 9
Pilzer, South Carolina 29669
A Chocolate Woman

Hi, my stripe lady, I want to wine and dine with you.
With you I promise to keep it true
Your face, Party lace your culture race.

(Brown skin woman)

I want you, tell you what to do!
Stick by you like glue
I promise you what I say is true
With your fine self, my trophy, my queen.
You breathe smell, like Listerine.

(Butter Chocolate)

Sweet (Brown sugar)
I smell your "Fragrance",
Sexy thing except this Diamond ring

For you I'll sing, just be sure
That you know I'm your king.

(Cute thing)

September 50

2013

Robert Graham Jr. #178039
43004k Lawn Road
O#2-4-206 (PC1)
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I WANT A WHITE GIRL

O' THE FORBIDDEN FRUIT! MAY THIS PENETRATE YOUR VERY ROOT,
THE WORM OF MY DREAMS.
O' YES! WHITE GIRL FOR YOU I FIND.
I WANT TO LOOK INTO YOUR TEARS OF EYES
TO BEHOLD YOUR GLORY.
I WANTED TELL YOU FORBIDDEN LADY THE REAL STORY.

SEPTEMBER 30 2013

ROBERT GRAHAM JR # 178039
430 OAK LAWN ROAD
0# 2-A - 206 (P.C.W.)
FELICER SOUTH CAROLINA
29669
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Breaking the Chains (Poetry)

Freedome at phenomenal price
Astronomical it's nothing comical
Especially those in which are harmful
So you find yourself addicted to one man.

Now that he is long gone,
To settle for this misery you really would be wrong.

Find new friends your thoughts of him won't last long,
But to sit at home looking at his house,
Looking out the window,
Staring at the future,
Hoping he will return,
Checking your e-mails for frail,
From this bondage you must release!!!
Except if you've been burned,
Most of it you earned.

You ignored the signals, you saw the way he looked at your behind.
His eyes were always on your breast,
And chest, but still you wanted to invest.
If you don't break the chain of regret, you're going to be done a mess.
The feeling of what once was is hanging around
Because you allow it to.
Do yourself a favor and let him be, for him it was just sex!
Get it off your chest, it's not worth the stress!
THE WOMAN WHO'S BODY I WANT TO KISS (POETRY)

O. THE EXCITEMENT AND FANTASY I ADMIRE TO KISS YOU ALL OVER.
IT MATTES NOT THAT YOU'RE OLDER
THIS ONLY MAKES ME (BOLDER!)
I WANNA KISS YOUR FEET, BUT THIS WE MUST KEEP DISCREET; OR WHAT ABOUT YOUR FEET??
O'YES, YOUR THIGH(B), OR, YOUR EYE(B)
YOUR BODY MY ZIP(B), MESMERIZE(B);
(THAT'S RIGHT),
I WANNA SMOOTH ON YOUR NECK
IF IT'S LIKE MAJEC
(IT WILL COST ME TO ERECT!!)
KISSING THE BACK OF YOUR NECK
IN THIS I PERFECT! (RESPECT)!!!
YOUR BREAST, NOSE, AND EAR(B).
KISS AWAY, ALL YOUR FEAR(B).
O'YES, AND YOUR OTHER PART
IF I DIDN'T GO THERE, WOULD THIS DEFY THE ART???
"I WANNA PLEASE YOU BABY!
IN EVERY WAY, WHEN I AM FINISHED
YOU'LL FORGET YOUR CONTENTION THAT ALL MEN ARE CAY!

SEPTEMBER 30 2013
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ROBERT GRAM Jr.# 178039
450 OAK LAWN ROAD
G# 2-4- 206 (P.C.E.)
FELDER, SOUTH CAROLINA 29669
Among Us is SUCH CREATIVITY AND STABILITY!

Don’t BE AFRAID TO DREAM.

Be UNIQUE EACH NOBODY’S STORY AS STRANGE AS YOURS.

It’s GOING TO PUT YOUR INNOVATION BOOK IN ALL STORES.

Walk through EVERY OPEN DOOR
Cross EVERY RISK
Don’t leave ONE STONE UNDUELED;
(You’re ABOUT TO BE DISCOVERED);
The Sky IS THE LIMIT;
You were BORN TO SUCCEED!

A PELLEGR FOR THE COMMUNITY IS IMMUNITY

Bringing forth OPPORTUNITY IS (I say GIVE BIRTH!) FOR THE WORLD TO SEE

Fulfilling THE Heavenly FATHER’S DIVINE DEGREE.

It’s FREEK TO YOUR POTENTIAL.

The PLAN IS ESSENTIAL—SETTING A STANDARD IS THAT IS MULTI-DIMENSIONAL.

Or I see THE UNIVERSE AS YOUR

EXTRAORDINARY MEASURING BRAGGING FORTH
A COMPASS BY WHICH EVERYONE IN THE EARTH ARE TREASURE!

September 20, 2013
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Robert Graham Jr. #178039
430 Oak Lawn Road
#1-A-206 (P.O. Box)
Felzer, South Carolina 29669
IT'S NOT ABOUT LOOK(S) (POETIC)

IT IS TEMPORARY INSANITY FOR A WOMAN
TO BASE HER POTENTIAL RELATIONSHIP WITH A MAN
ENTIRELY UPON HOW HE LOOK(S)
(OR WHAT YOU READ IN A BOOK)

True. Doesn't build respect and love
(INSRGRY DOES). RECH(S), TRICEPS, COLOR, WAVY HAIR IS
NO GUARANTEE HE WANTS HAVE AN AFFAIR
THIS KIND OF RELATIONSHIP MAKING IT, IS
RARE. YOU ARE GOING TO END UP IN DESPAIR
(OR ON WELFARE)
YOU BETTER FIND SOMEONE WHO FOR
YOU REALLY CARE(S).

O' YOU SAY YOU WANT HIM RICH.
IT DOESN'T MEAN HE WANT ALL YOU

YOUR DEFINITION OF A MAN IS A RECEPICE
FOR AT THE HOSPITAL NEEDING A STITCH.
O' I FORGOT YOU JUST WANT HIM TO BE A
CERTIFIED COLOR
IT DOESN'T MEAN YOU WANT GET LEFT
FOR ANOTHER

O' IT'S HIS AGE YOU SAY THAT YOU SHOULD BE
CONCERNED WITH WILL HE FOREVER STAY.

SEPTEMBER 30 2013
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Robert Graham Jr. #17803
430 Oak Lawn Road
Q# Z-4-206 (PCIE)
Felzer, South Carolina
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No one is an island (Poetic)
unto our selves).

We face such degradation in life trying to survive
and stay alive.

Even the best of us get hurt, and are tempted to quit:
Caught off guard, strong relationships, split! Husband(s)

Stop loving wives, wive(s), losing interest in husband(s).
Disparity, loneliness in all shapes, and forms!

We stop supporting each other(s) interest(s).

Before we notice it we’re no longer in love; our minds

Start to wonder like a lonely dove.

We become vicious like a mommy bear protecting
her cub(s), we all need some body.

The next thing you know people have commenced to pushing
Now here come(s) the hurtful words like, I don’t

Love you anymore, I don’t need you anymore.
The romance is gone, still no one—sad, I was

Wrong! This, kind of island, treatment must be

Stopped! Before you realize it you’re out in the street.

Only because you used words that were not smart.
So take it easy don’t say things that will destroy you.

You upset as well.

Lumpatability, this is silly, the next person is going to make

This island mentality, you have towards relationship(s)

If you were inevitable you would be content along.

Stop the drama then your relationships will last long.

Sep 30, 2013
PHI 18
As a deer thirsteth after water, so mine soul thirsteth after thee. A major Lord in my heart, painting like it appears on a canvas of fine art. Just presented with a toy.

You are good Lord in my soul. Cushions of joy I feel like a child.

I know that this is intended to be, the thoughts of the heart I love. I am indeed standing under this palm tree. How it would be worth thee.

Standing after thee, my desire for thee. My hunger, intensifying. My heart thirsteth for thee. I cannot imagine seeing you with a moment with thee. For you.
MAXIMIZE YOUR POTENTIAL

Too many people are living beneath their

FOCUSING ON WHAT'S EASY
ACTUALLY IT'S CALLED LUCKY.

AN ENSORMOUS AMOUNT OF POWER REMAINS Un-
TAPPED WITHIN YOUR VERY REACH.
AN ARSENAL OF POWER DESIGNED TO
CATAPULT SOCIETY INTO THE NEXT PARADIGM

THIS IS ONLY SOMETHING IN WHICH YOU CAN
FIND.

REFORM YOUR LIMITS,
YOUR SIGHTS MUST BE SET EXTREMELY HIGH
SO HIGH UNTIL IT DEFIES LOGIC
(YOU'RE)

THE WORLD'S NEXT GREATEST ENTERPRENEUR

BUT, FIRST YOU MUST BE SURE.

MANY PEOPLE ARE SHOOTING AT NOTHING
AND HITTING IT EACH TIME.

THAT WE WONDER WHY WE HAVE NOTHING TO

DO WITH OUR TIME,

STOP PURSUING YOUR AVERAGE LOWLY STATUS
JOBS DEFining YOU WILL NEVER BE
ANYTHING YOU DON'T CHASE.

NORMALITY MUST DIE INSIDE YOU SMALL-MINDEDNESS.

YOU MUST

SHOOT FOR THE STARS.

SEPTEMBER 30 2013

BUT SETTLE FOR MAXIMS.
SONG TO YOU SWEET LADY

( VOCAL 3 ) CALLING OUT TO YOU
I DON'T NEED TO BE LOCAL
I SING A SONG TO YOU OF BEING SOLITARY
SINGING A TUNE CAUSING YOU TO BE EMOTIONAL
YOU HEAR ME ?? ?

I DON'T WANT YOU TO FEAR ME
I SING ABOUT HOW LIFE IS SUPPOSED TO BE
I SING TO YOUR BODY; YOUR HAIR
I KNOW THAT I'M NOT SUPPOSED TO SING

(SINGING) TO YOUR EYES THAT STRANGE FACE.
IT'S OKAY! I'M HARMONIZING YOU INTO AN AFFAIR

AS I SING IS IT YOUR HEART BEAT
I HEAR ALTHOUGH IT ISN'T RARE ??
I SING TO YOUR SOULS YOU FALLING IN LOVE
WITH ME IS MY ULTIMATE GOAL

I SING YOU INTO BLESSINGS THE RADIANCE
IN MY VOICE YOU CAN'T RESIST
I SING TO YOU SOFT MUSIC REID (8) TO YOU.

2013

ROBERT GRAHAM JR
430 OAK LAW RD
O#1-4 - 206 C
FELZER, SOUTHERN
LIBERAL WOMEN (PROPHETIC)

EMPOWER INDEPENDENT WOMEN
IT (8)
DECLINE.

LIBERAL WOMEN, SAY (3) I WILL DO THIS MYSELF AND! EVERYTHING WILL BE FINE.
I DON'T NEED A MAN EVERYTHING, I HAVE IS MINE.

RESISTING SOCIAL STATUS AND RELATIONAL STABILITY.

ALL IN THE NAME OF LIBERATION.

FREE FROM MORAL OR PURITY.
YOU AT ONLY RISK WANT SECURITY.

STEPPING INTO THE ROLE AND SHOE (3)
A MAN, BODY WITHOUT COMMITMENT (3).

CLIMBING TREE (8), COMPETING FOR DEGREE (8).

DELETING THE CREATOR, DIVINE ORDER, SEX, OUTSIDE OF MARRIAGE.

NO WONDER THERE ARE SO MANY MISTAKES (8).

REFUSING TO SUBMIT TO A SPIRITUAL MAN
RUNNING FOR EQUALITY AS IF BEING EQUAL WITH THE MAN.

LIVING FROM MAN TO MAN NO STABILITY!

TREATING SEX LIKE A FOR FUN, IT (9) LIBERATES, YOU CALL IT, IT (8) AN ILLUSION YOU ARE FULL OF NON-CONFUSION.
SEEKING EQUALITY WITH A MAN.

SEPTEMBER 30 2015

ROBERT CAHN
430 OAKLAND
9111 A-204
DELZER, SOUTH DAKOTA
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I wanna drink your bath water
(something that comes from you
with everything I'd use.
I want you to know
this is true.

The substance that cleanses your baby

O' yes baby, I'm about to be naughty
(I want to lick it off your toes)

So let me tell you how the story goes:
I want you to know that I love
(you for sure); after, I do this, you
want have doubts about me no more.

Your body liquids not restricted

there are those who would call me wicked.

But, I tell you this is permissible.

It is how a man brings a woman to the
place called susensitive.

I'm going to kiss it out'a your
hair, off your thighs, until I
make your mind fantasize.

Your body hypnotized, water running
off your back down your chest

O' I want to suck it off your breast

Yes baby I'm the best.

(dry you real good) better than a cloth could.

(I sure would.)

September 20, 2013
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Robert Graham J.R. #178039
430 Oakland Road
G#24 - 206 (P.C.E.)
Elzer, South Carolina 29669
FANTASY IS ONE THING, BUT REALITY IS ANOTHER.
G.L.S IS A RISK, DON'T GO ANY FURTHER!!

FAME IS LAME. EVERYONE IS PLAYING THE SAME GAME (IF NOT LEADS TO SHAME)!!

EXPENSIVE PARTYS VIP - FRIENDS. - AND CONNECTIONS! (LOSTLY PERFECTED)!!

BUT THIS IS SUCH A COST OF DIRECTION.
SO WHAT IF IT'S DONE, AT YOUR DISCRETION.
PERFECTION DOESN'T INCLUDE MATERALITY.
AT THE COST OF YOUR OWN LIFE

("I TRUST IN THIS YOU WILL THINK")

TICK.

IT WOULD SO GREATLY PROSPER YOU IF YOU
WOULED TAKE A FOOLS ADVICE.

99 GAUSER, DONT BUY LOVE OR EFFECTION.

THIS WILL COST YOU INFECTION.

DIAMOND?,RUBIO?, AND GOLD?

NONE OF THEM IS GOING TO
MATTER IN THE GRAVE HOLE!"

I (PRAY TO TOUCH YOUR SOUL)

YAH - WAT KNOW? THIS IS MY GOAL.

THINK ABOUT YOUR DYING (SOUL). (SLOW YOUR ROLE)!!

SEPTEMBER 30, 2013

ROBERT CHEREH J.R. 178039
4300 Of Swee Road
G14-206 (F.E.)

FELZER, SOUTH CAROLINA 29669

P24
I’m infatuated with your feet.

I was thinking about you just the other day. My mind want allow me to dismiss those soft, beautiful feet.

For the opportunity to massage them, I want to be discreet.

I think this is really unique. It’s the thing(s) that for you stronger (last longer)!

Our relationship will last longer.

I want to rub them sitting on a corner, I’m not going to hide my feelings about your feet, so soft, cute, and different.

I want to hold them in my hand(s)

To do this, you must be willing to forever make me your man.

They are my greatest desire(s)

Holding them in my hand(s), set(s), my soul on fire! For this joy, I’m the one you need to hire, I promise you, I will never be fired! I will kiss them, frisk them, be bliss with them! Rub them across my face while you’re taking off that satin lace o’ the climax of the look I see bursting in your eye(s), as the feel of love making has you relaxed, for the moment you can have them back!

September 30, 2013

Robert Graham Jr. #178039
130 Oak Lawn Road
G#1-2-4-206 (P.C.I.Y)
Gelzer's South Carolina 29679
I BEG TO TALK ABOUT YOU.

Daughter of Israel.
Woman of Purpose,
Purity, Sincerity, and True.
Holy! Righteous! Loyal and Devote!
What it take for you to be mine?

Your radiant shiny skin!
So, you’ve been waiting a long time, wondering where is the man! That’s mine!
You’re as clean as they come!
(Don’t be dumb).
Your body un-touched in modern society, it appears this doesn’t mean much.
(This is a crutch).

But, I jest you listened to no such!
So, your body is starting to ache! Certainly this your.
I want to motivate you.
Daughter of Devinity, this is real.
Excuse me for not being formal.
But, this is all normal!! OZ 7.

September 30, 2013.
SEEING THE INVISIBLE
DOING THE IMPOSSIBLE

LOOKING BEYOND YOURSELF
LOOKING BEYOND YOUR ACTIONS, SITUATIONS
AND HEAL DERANGEMENTS (GOING AGAINST NATURAL ORDER)

BELIEVING THAT YOU'RE GOING TO END UP
WITH YOUR DESIRE NO MATTER WHAT (THE ODDS)
AGAINST YOU) !!!

STANDING YOUR GROUND, NOT MOVING UNTIL YOU HAVE IT, YOU MUST DEVELOPE THIS
(HABIT) !!!

NOW YOU'RE DOING THE IMPOSSIBLE !!!
(SEEING YOURSELF THERE BEFORE YOU GET THERE!
MAKING PREPARATIONS IN ADVANCE
WITHOUT CLEAR PROOF THAT IT
WILL HAPPEN)

(EXPECTING) !!! THE IMPOSSIBLE.

DOING JUST AS CONVINCED THAT
YOU HAVE IT, BEFORE YOU GET IT, AS YOU WILL BE
WHEN YOU DO

(YES) !!! THIS IS DOING THE IMPOSSIBLE
NOW IT IS VISIBLE, DO-IT!

SEPTEMBER 30 2013

ROBERT GRAHAM JR. #178039
430 OAK LAWN ROAD
KENTWOOD MI 49049

PELER, SOUTH CAROLINA
29115
Bland Haired Woman (Poetic Connections)

I'm an African American Male

My Mind is Infalculated with Admiration

For You. (Sensation):

My Soul Ahe(s),

I'm in Pain(s) of Labour Desiring to

Here! From You.

(Blue-eyed Woman, your Eye(s) Compliment(s) your

Hair. But, you're the Forbidden Fruit.

O! How in your, Splendid Eye(s) to gawk, to Stare.

(Blond Olivia Peach)

Each Strand of your Strongly Delinquent Hair

(Compliment(s) the Wave(s) across)

The Ocean! (Slow Motion)

O! Bland Blue-eyed Woman, you set my Heart

In - Motion, I feel a... Connection to you stronger

Than a Woman with her, Infinite Twin(s).

O! Bland Haired; Blue-eyed, Stilled, my

Standing, I only I were blessed, to smell your

Hair. Would be with the Standing;

Of a Virtuous Woman, not to be touched

Until, she was sure, to whence she gave

As her gift was for Real.

O! Bland, woman, you're the Flower of All Flowers!

O! How my soul Longeth, and Thirsteth, for Thee.

The Sun - Shined on your command

(you're a Beryle Diamond)!!! A

Choosed Ruby(3), a Rare Touch of Class.

September 30, 2013
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Robert Graham J.R.
430 Oak Lawn Road
# 2- A - 306
Felzer, South Carolina 29669
The love of my life is fading away.
She's not deceased yet, I know this moment, I'm going to regret, I already miss her like never before.
We haven't had a pleasant conversation for weeks!
Her body lies so still.

The presence of life has left my room, it is too early for me to assume optimism to hold my tears back!

Her voice weakens, slowly,
She didn't recognize my presence
Just the other day,
Not, that this has to end my way!
But, I feel as if I should have something to say,

Not to mention her relatives
are getting on my nerves.
Here were they when her
voice could not be heard,
but matter is that she leaves
in peace,
I'm really trying not to
have a battle over money
with her niece.
Her family is coming from everywhere.
It's almost like I put out a fleece!

30       2015

Robert Graham Jr. #178039
420 Oak Lawn Road
#7-42, 206 Goote
Ferndale, South Carolina
Today's society rejects its sense of sexual class infidelity one night. Paul's egoism betrayed his; it seemingly appears as 'A romance is off the table.' But! Lady's, Fellows, just, chauvinistic life styles, once temporarily. As you behold the glimmer of poet, poetry and poem writting, Robert Graham Jr., to put men's to recapture more than sexual and physis phenomina, but 'tis forever been affairs. that redefines, and reshapes history in the forth-coming generation.

Allow the taste of Graham's creativity to spark within again again. "Something" surreal, facile and can't be resist.

The prophets of Graham's talents are deriving in something catastrophic, Grate the up-rising author of man, woman, and poetry in poetic. I know you're out there.
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